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Aiming at the problem that the traditional reliability models of mechanical products are used to predict the reliability of hydraulic
automatic transmission and the expected result is relatively large, firstly, the empirical distribution model line is used to sta-
tistically analyze the failure distribution law of the hydraulic automatic transmission; then, the Fourier transform is used to
perform frequency domain analysis on experience distribution; on this basis, comprehensively consider the characteristics of
experience distribution and frequency domain characteristics of experience distribution, constructs the reliability model of
exponential decay oscillation distribution and the corresponding reliability, failure efficiency and average life calculation model;
meanwhile, studies the influence of attenuation coefficient, oscillation amplitude, oscillation angle frequency, and other pa-
rameters on the probability distribution characteristics. On this basis, the established probability distribution models are adopted
to fit the failure time data of hydraulic automatic gearbox carried by a forklift, and the fitting results are compared with ex-
ponential distribution models, three-parameter Weibull models, and “bathtub curve” models. +e comparing results show that
the established exponential decayed oscillation distribution model can better describe the probability distribution characteristics
of the fault-free working time of automatic transmission, and the use of this model can obtain a smaller root mean square error.
Simultaneously, the research conclusions of this paper can provide meaningful guidance and reference for the analysis of the life
distribution model of mechanical products with exponentially attenuated oscillation probability density change law.

1. Introduction

Product reliability reflects the attributes of product life,
failure-free, usability, economy, and so on. +e concept of
“reliability” was first proposed by the German engineer
Lusser, who has been known as the father of reliability. It
originated from the theory of how to use probability and
mathematical statistics to evaluate the life or failure rate of
electronic equipment. In 1943, Lusser proposed a system
reliability calculation method to estimate the reliability of
the V-2 rocket navigation system. In 1949, the American
Society of Radio Engineers established the Reliability
Technology Group, which announced the birth of the first
reliability professional academic organization.

In August 1952, the U.S. Department of Defense
established the Advisory Group on Reliability of Electronic
Equipment (AGREE) composed of a group of military,
industrial, and academic organizations to investigate, ana-
lyze, and study reliability issues. In April 1957, AGREE
published the research report “Reliability of Military Elec-
tronic Equipment” [1], which elaborated the reliability de-
sign, test, and analysis as well as management procedures
and methods, and gave the definition of reliability for the
first time: “+e ability of a product to complete the specified
functions under the specified conditions and within the
specified time.” +is report is recognized as the foundation
of reliability engineering theory and practice, and it indicates
the development direction of reliability engineering. By the
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end of the 1950s, reliability gradually developed into a new
science, forming three independent disciplines of reliability
mathematics, reliability physics, and reliability engineering,
which were increasingly widely used in engineering practice.

When it comes to the complex systems that need to
consider fault-related dynamic behaviors, modeling and
analysis methods have been continuously studied at home
and abroad. Typical methods include dynamic fault trees,
stochastic Petri nets, Markov models, and state machine
models. However, these modeling methods are generally
more complicated and not highly related to system design.
At the same time, as a highly abstract method, it is difficult to
form a unified modeling standard, so their application scope
is restricted. Borzea and Comeaga evaluated the extent to
which the simplified Euler–Bernoulli mathematical model
can be used to evaluate the parameters of piezoelectric
layered structures. A generalized Euler–Bernoulli model is
proposed, which is applied to composite beam structures
with integrated piezoelectric layers [2]. Based on Info-Gap
theory, Kunfeng and Zichun introduced fuzzy parameters to
the Minkowski norm and proposed the fuzzy Minkowski
norm Info-Gap model. +en the model was applied to Info-
Gap reliability analysis and proposed a structure-based fuzzy
Info-Gap reliability model. Besides, the calculation method
of the reliability index was also studied by utilizing fuzzy set
theory. +e new fuzzy Info-Gap model integrated the in-
terval convex model and ellipsoidal convex model. +e new
reliability model solved the inconsistencies between two
convex models with nonprobabilistic structural reliability
analysis. Numerical examples have verified the rationality
and applicability of the proposed method [3]. According to
Qiao et al., random variable-mass systems have received
widespread attention and shown prominent significance
with the explosive development of microtechnology and
nanotechnologies, so there is a growing need to study the
influences of mass disturbance on the systems. +e potential
failure mode considered is the adhesion failure. First, the
original system is approximately replaced by a system
without mass disturbance based on an equivalent trans-
formation. +en, the random average and the first-pass time
diffusion process theory are combined to obtain the first-
pass failure index of the approximate system. +e com-
parisons between the analytical results and those from
numerical simulation show that the proposed method works
very well. +e effects of mass disturbance on the system
reliability are explored adequately. It turns out that the
presence of mass disturbance can lead to a deterioration of
the resonators’ reliability severely. It is remarkable that the
system has multiple resonance regions with different in-
tensities, and the reliability of the system in the case of
primary resonance is much lower than that in the non-
resonant case [4]. Yu et al. put forward a reliability cover
which is set on at least one of the integrated circuit packages
and a Si die of the integrated circuit package. +e integrated
circuit package is mountable to a printed circuit board via a
plurality of solder balls. +e reliability cover is configured to
reduce a difference in a coefficient of thermal expansion
between the integrated circuit package and the printed
circuit board and between the Si die and a substrate of the

integrated circuit package by a threshold value [5]. Liao et al.
believed that many variables affect the sealing performance,
and their distribution characteristics are difficult to obtain
with probabilistic methods owing to the high cost involved.
Numerous problems in engineering are similar due to the
appearance of small-sample parameters. In this study, the
sealing reliability of an aviation seal was defined as the
research object, and an interval uncertainty method and
multidimensional response surface were proposed to cal-
culate the sealing reliability. Based on this, the paper first
analyzed the failure mechanism of the aviation seal and
established a leakage rate model. +en, based on the non-
probabilistic interval model, an interval uncertainty method
was proposed to construct the analytical model. With ref-
erence to the limit state equation from the structural reli-
ability theory, the multidimensional response surface was
used for fast calculation. Afterwards, the single-cylinder gas
steering gear in aircraft is chosen as the case study; its sealing
reliability in working and nonworking statuses were cal-
culated, and the results were verified with the actual
maintenance records. By analyzing the sensitivity of some
variables, the surface roughness can be improved only if the
cost permits, thereby improving the sealing reliability of the
aviation seal. +e method proposed in this study realizes the
application of small-sample uncertainty analysis in reli-
ability analysis and could provide a feasible way to solve the
similar problems in engineering with multidimensional and
small-sample parameters [6].

Reference [7] used a time-dependent component state
model to describe the trend of component failure rate with
component life but does not consider the influence of other
factors on component failure rate. References [8, 9] analyzed
the influence of real-time operating conditions on the re-
liability model of components for the power system, clas-
sified and modeled each outage factor separately, and
considered that each outage factor is mutually exclusive.
+ere are limitations to the combined influence of factors on
component failure rates. Reference [10] summarized com-
monly used short-term transmission line reliability models
and short-term generator reliability models. Reference [11]
used the weighted average method to calculate the average
failure rate of the system based on the weather three-state
model. Reference [12] used fuzzy technology to establish a
weather-related fuzzy component failure rate model. Ref-
erence [13] used a decision tree as a single learner and
analyzed the influence of environmental parameters on
component reliability parameters based on integrated
learning. In addition, [14] proposed a gas pipeline failure
model related to the degree of corrosion and pipeline air
pressure to analyze the failure rate of the pipeline during its
life cycle. Reference [15] established a strength failure
probability model for heating pipes. Reference [16] proposed
a fuel cell fault diagnosis method based on support vector
machine (SVM), which predicted its operating status by
analyzing the monitoring of fuel cell operating status.
Reference [17] analyzed the main fault types of centrifugal
compressors and proposed an intelligent fault diagnosis
algorithm based on ant colony algorithm. In general, the
component modeling for operational reliability assessment
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has a certain research foundation, but the existing research
focuses on modeling the individual factors that affect the
probability of component state, and its applicability is
limited. However, the component modeling of other energy
supply systems is mostly focused on individual equipment,
and the impact of the external environment is less con-
sidered [18].

Life distribution is an important method to describe the
distribution law and reliability of failure data of mechanical
products and electronic products. It has been widely used in
life data analysis, reliability design, fatigue reliability anal-
ysis, maintenance decision-making, warranty strategy for-
mulation, and so on [19, 20].+e accuracy of life distribution
decision has a direct impact on product reliability analysis,
service life assessment, risk assessment, and maintenance
decision-making.

Currently, there are three technical approaches to obtain
the life distribution of mechanical product reliability: sta-
tistical inference based on test data, modeling based on
failure mechanism, and selection of distribution function
based on engineering experience.

Based on experimental data, there exist descriptive
statistics, nonparametric statistics, parametric statistics, and
Bayesian statistics to estimate reliability life distribution and
model parameters. Among them, parameter statistics is
mostly used in engineering. It is mainly based on the three-
parameterWeibull distribution model developed byWeibull
et al. [21, 22]. +is model can describe the early fault, ac-
cidental fault, and wear fault, so it is suitable for the fault
distribution of complex equipment and widely used in the
field of reliability. Over the years, scholars at home and
abroad have studied the three-parameter Weibull model
from different perspectives [23–30]. Cordeiro et al. [23]
proposed a new exponential Weibull distribution model and
studied the probability density function and failure effi-
ciency function of the model. Wang et al. [24] proposed a
rolling bearing reliability assessment method based on
nuclear principal component analysis and the Weibull
proportional risk model, which reduced the differences in
manufacturing, installation, and working conditions of the
same type of bearings in reliability assessment. Freels et al.
[25] proposed several modification methods of two-pa-
rameter Weibull distribution to analyze the “bathtub” type
life distribution. Baloui [26] established a fuzzy reliability
function based on fuzzy Weibull and component life. Nan
et al. [27] proposed using Monte Carlo method combined
with the maximum likelihood estimationmethod to perform
numerical solution of parameter point estimation for the
three-parameter Weibull distribution model. Linying et al.
[28], based on exponential Weibull distribution, proposed a
reliability modeling method for complex electronic systems,
which can dynamically describe the changes in system re-
liability. González et al. [29] proposed a reliability model for
describing the lifetime of electronic devices with parametric
functions under time-varying voltages. +e model is based
on stochastic failure rate cumulative damage model and
modified power reciprocal law. In order to estimate the
parameters of the model, the maximum likelihoodmethod is
used. Mendez-Gonzalez et al. [30] proposed a model that

incorporates power harmonics into the power-law model.
Based on the cumulative damage model, the time-varying
voltage is modeled as a power-law model by using the
compact form of the Fourier series.

Due to the limitation of the development cost, cycle time,
test analysis technology, and so on, failure test data are
usually insufficient to accurately infer life distribution. In
order to make full use of expert experience, historical data,
and other pieces of information to solve the problem of
insufficient experimental data, nonparametric methods and
Bayesian methods have attracted more and more attention.
+e combination of classical statistical analysis method and
Bayesian statistical analysis methods can improve the esti-
mation accuracy of parameters to some extent. +e core and
key of the Bayesian analysis method is how to use prior
information to determine the prior distribution. Literature
[31] proposed that, according to the maximum entropy
principle, all kinds of empirical information could be
regarded as different constraint conditions, and the optimal
empirical distribution could be determined by maximizing
entropy. However, the Bayesian statistical inference method
is very dependent on the prior distribution, and there is no
general method to confirm and testing the prior distribution.

In order to infer more accurate life distribution, it is
necessary to combine product failure mechanism, test data,
and engineering experience to conduct inferential analysis
from both statistical and verification aspects [32, 33]. Lit-
erature [34] constructed a method to test multiple failure
physics equations and cumulative damage criteria under
Weibull distribution and timed truncation test from the
aspects of failure physics, hypothesis testing principle, re-
gression theory, and so on, but its effectiveness lacks the
support of the strict statistical theory.

As for the statistical analysis of accelerated life test data,
Park and Bae [35] proposed a method to derive life dis-
tribution by using product degradation data. +e disad-
vantage of this method is that it relies too much on the
researcher’s experience in determining the distribution of
the random parameters.

+e degradation trajectory model cannot express the
uncertainty of product performance degradation over time.
In order to solve this problem, the Winer stochastic process
model [36–39], the Gamma stochastic process model
[40, 41], the inverse Gaussian stochastic process model
[42–44], the compound Poisson stochastic process model
[45], and so on have gradually been used to accelerate
degradation data analysis.

+e life distribution corresponding to the stochastic
process model can be obtained by theoretical derivation, and
the methods mainly include approximation method, ana-
lytical method, and numerical method. +e approximation
method extrapolates the pseudofailure life by fitting the
degradation trajectory of each sample and then matches the
life distribution according to this fitting method. However,
this method ignores the uncertainty and measurement error
in the pseudofailure life prediction, and there is a deviation
between the fitted-life distribution and the real-life distri-
bution. +e life distribution can be derived directly from the
distribution of the parameters of the degradation model by
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the analytical method, but this method is only applicable to
the case where there is only one random parameter and the
parameter distribution is known. For example, in the linear
Wiener process, the life distribution can be derived as an
inverse Gaussian distribution based on the type of failure
time [36, 37]; for the standard Gamma process, the life
distribution can be derived as the BS distribution (Birn-
baum–Saunders distribution) [46]. When the performance
degradation model adopts a complex stochastic process
(such as a nonlinear trajectory model that includes multiple
random parameters), numerical methods are used to sample
the parameter estimates of the degradation model to infer
the life distribution. For example, regarding the nonlinear
Wiener process, Si et al. [47] provided an approximate
solution method for the life distribution. In short, the an-
alytical method can be used to obtain the analytical ex-
pression of the life distribution, while the use of the
approximate method and the numerical method requires the
use of pseudofailure life to estimate the empirical distri-
bution of product life.

Nouguier et al. discussed the validity of the existing
cumulative distribution function (CDF) formulas for the
defect centric model (DCM), especially in the low defect
number regime (defect number < 3). After finding their
limitations, this paper proposes an improved DCM CDF
formula, which well illustrates the low defect count scheme
and becomes very crucial in advanced CMOS technology
with scalable devices.+e benefits of the revisited DCMCDF
formula are experimentally demonstrated on PMOS devices
from 28 nm FDSOI technology subjected to BTI stress as
well as on Monte Carlo simulated Vth data [48]. Peng et al.
proposed an improved centered cycle method for identifying
the Preisach distribution function based on the nonuniform
discretization. +e principle and the limits of the centered
cycle method were first introduced. +en, the nonuniform
discretization method was put forth based on the curvature
of the unmagnetized curve. +e numbers of loops for
identifying the distribution function are decided by the
proportion of the integral of curvature. Also, the method to
determine the cell values of the nonuniformly discrete
Preisach triangle was introduced. +e proposed method was
validated by the laboratory test of a toroidal sample. +e
results show that the precision of the proposed method for
predicting the hysteresis loop is higher than the centered
cycle method by the same number of loops used for iden-
tifying [49]. Lin et al. proposed a modulation classification
algorithm that is based on the received signal’s amplitude for
coherent optical receivers. +e proposed algorithm classifies
the modulation format from several possible candidates by
differentiating the CDF curves of their normalized ampli-
tudes. +e candidate with the most similar CDF to the
received signal is selected. +e measure of similarity is the
minimum average distance between these CDFs. Five
commonly used quadrature amplitude modulation formats
in digital coherent optical systems are employed. Optical
back-to-back experiments and extended simulations are
carried out to investigate the performance of the proposed
algorithm. Results show that the proposed algorithm ach-
ieves accurate classification at optical signal-to-noise ratios

of interest. Furthermore, it does not require carrier recovery
[50].

+e parameter estimation method of the model is related
to the characteristics of the model and the types of data; the
most extensive method is the very large likelihood estima-
tion method. Ye et al. [51] gave the parameter maximum
likelihood estimation method for the Wiener process model
with consideration of error and the Winer process model
with consideration of random effect. In addition to using the
maximum likelihood estimation method, the linear re-
gression property of the degradation trajectory can also be
used to estimate the parameters of the model by using the
least square estimation method, such as the literature
[52–54] adopted this method.

Commonly used methods for solving parameter esti-
mation models include exhaustive method, search algo-
rithm, genetic algorithm, and expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm. Hao et al. [38] considered the influence of
test error and stress error and used genetic algorithm to
estimate the parameters of the Wiener process model. Ye
et al. [51] used the EM algorithm to solve the likelihood
function and obtained the estimated values of the param-
eters of the inverse Gaussian process model.

Generally speaking, inferred product life distribution is
still one of the main technical bottlenecks affecting the
development and application of reliability life test tech-
nology, especially for comprehensive stress accelerated life
test. +e slight deviation in life distribution models may lead
to serious errors in the reliability assessment conclusions.

For some products with complex structure and working
environment, the life distribution and failure physical
equation are difficult to described by simple models. Par-
ticularly, breakthroughs should be made in information
integration, inference, and verification of prior distribution.
Meanwhile, the mechanical product is usually a relatively
complex system, and field data can best reflect its true re-
liability level. If the reliability data in the field use process can
be combined with the reliability test, the reliability evalu-
ation model is established first, and then the accelerated test
data are used to estimate the model parameters, which will
help reduce the test sample size.

In engineering practice, many failures of complex
products are periodic and oscillating, and their life distri-
bution will show the change rule of attenuation oscillations.
With the increase of service time, the probability density of
the product life distribution decays exponentially and os-
cillates locally. At present, most researches on the Weibull
model at home and abroad ignore the oscillation of prob-
ability density caused by the periodic failure of mechanical
products, which often has some errors with actual engi-
neering data and affects the accuracy of the model
application.

+is paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, first, the
empirical distribution model line is used to analyze the
statistical characteristics of the failure distribution of the
hydraulic automatic transmission; the Fourier transform is
used to analyze the empirical distribution in the frequency
domain. In Section 3, on this basis, the empirical distribution
characteristics and the empirical distribution frequency
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domain are comprehensively considered a feature, con-
structed a life distributionmodel with the probability density
distribution law of exponential decay oscillation, and gave
the corresponding calculation models of reliability, failure
efficiency, and average life. In Section 4, the attenuation
coefficient, oscillation amplitude, oscillation angle fre-
quency, and other parameters on the probability distribution
characteristics are studied. Section 5 presents research on the
influence of different parameters on the sensitivity of life
probability distribution characteristics. Section 6 establishes
parameter estimation model by using the least square
method. In Section 7, finally, the failure time data of the
hydraulic automatic gearbox carried by a certain type of
forklift are taken as the research object, and the established
probability distribution model is used. +e failure time data
of this type of hydraulic automatic gearbox is fitted and
compared with the fitting results of the exponential distri-
butionmodel, three-parameterWeibull model, and “bathtub
curve” model to verify the validity of the established
probability distribution model.

2. Analysis of Hydraulic Automatic
Transmission Reliability Characteristics

2.1. Failure Data and Failure Diagram. In order to verify the
practicability of the model, a forklift truck is taken as an
example. +is type of forklift was sold 30,000 units in 2018,
and the after-sales maintenance records have been tracked
for one year. Its 117 hydraulic automatic transmissions
equipped with the instrument panel failed, and part of the
failure time recorded by the instrument panel was arranged
in ascending order, as shown in Table 1.

+e disassembly process is shown in Figure 1.
Parts of the faulty parts are shown in Figure 2 (the fault

location in the figure is circled in red).
+e fault location in the figure is circled in red.

2.2. Statistical Characteristic of the Hydraulic Automatic
Transmission Reliability Based on Empirical Distribution.
Adopting the method of empirical distribution, the reli-
ability curve of the failure time of the hydraulic gearbox is
figured out with Δt � 211.033 (n� 9). +e cumulative failure
probability distribution of empirical distribution is linearly
interpolated, and the probability density distribution curve
and the failure rate curve of the failure time of the hydraulic
gearbox are calculated as shown in Figures 3–5.

It can be seen from Figures 3–5 that the life probability
density and reliability of the hydraulic automatic gearbox
exhibit damped oscillation characteristics as time increases.

+e changes of empirical distribution failure probability
density, reliability, and failure rate with Δt (the interval is
divided into n sections) are shown in Figures 6–8.

It can be seen from Figures 6–8 that the empirical
distribution failure probability density, reliability, and fail-
ure rate vary with Δt. +e first half of the curve shows the

Table 1: Failure time of automatic transmission.

Number Failure time (h) Number Failure time (h)
1 0.7 2 5
3 10 4 15
5 18 6 23.8
7 30 8 35
9 39.3 10 48
11 56.8 12 60
13 62 14 90
15 95.3 16 107.2
17 110.7 18 112
19 116.5 20 131.8
21 134.7 22 135
23 147 24 156
25 166.9 26 213
27 218.1 28 227.1
29 234.3 30 240
31 247 32 250
33 259 34 260
35 281 36 285
37 300 38 320
39 326 40 330
41 338 42 350
43 360 44 360.8
45 370 46 390
47 413 48 430
49 468.1 50 477.1
51 484 52 500
53 510 54 512
55 520 56 523
57 560 58 570
59 576 60 577
61 590 62 597
63 600 64 623
65 630 66 630
67 670 68 685
69 709 70 739.3
71 748 72 756.8
73 760 74 773.1
75 780 76 795.3
77 810.7 78 812
79 860 80 886
81 901 82 932.4
83 932.4 84 938
85 948 86 971
87 980 88 980
89 1026.6 90 1040
91 1051.6 92 1107
93 1132 94 1155
95 1207 96 1218.1
97 1223 98 1232
99 1265 100 1282
101 1312 102 1350
103 1360 104 1362.2
105 1386 106 1397
107 1476 108 1490
109 1556 110 1576
111 1613 112 1638
113 1660.8 114 1690
115 1813 116 1862
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characteristics of attenuated oscillation, while the second
half of the curve remains unchanged. Using the method of
empirical distribution, it can be seen that the reliability
model of the hydraulic automatic transmission has the

characteristics of damping oscillation, but the frequency
domain characteristics of the reliability model cannot be
accurately judged. +at is because the theoretical calculation
formula of probability density is

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Disassembly process diagram.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Partially failed parts.
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f(t) � lim
Δt⟶0

F(t + Δt) − F(t)

Δt
� F′(t). (1)

It is the process of taking the limit of the increment ΔF of
the cumulative failure probability to the time increment Δt
and the process of taking the limit, which requires the time
increment to be infinitely small. Also, it is the derivative of
the cumulative failure probability distribution function F to
the random variable t. When using the empirical distribu-
tion model to calculate the probability density, the first-
order forward difference numerical calculation method is
adopted. Since the time increment Δt is a finite value, and
due to the small amount of data, usually the random variable
is divided into 8∼10 intervals when calculating the cumu-
lative failure probability of the empirical distribution. What
is more, because the time is t ∈ [0.7, 1900] and the value is
large, Δt ∈ [189.93, 237.4125] when Δt adopts the above
interval division method. As a result, ΔF ∈ [0.000133,
0.000733], which is much larger than the infinitesimal and
differentiability requirements, and there is a large error in
the value. Meanwhile, the cumulative failure distribution
function of the empirical distribution is interpolated. Al-
though the cumulative failure distribution function of
empirical distribution is continuous, it cannot satisfy the
derivability, and there is a large error in calculating the
failure rate probability density model.

2.3. Frequency Characteristic of the Hydraulic Automatic
Transmission Reliability Empirical Distribution. In order to
overcome the large numerical error and theoretical error in
judging the frequency characteristics of probability density
distribution with the empirical distribution method, the
Fourier transform method is used to analyze the cumulative
failure probability distribution of the empirical distribution.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the amplitude spectrum
of the cumulative failure probability of the empirical dis-
tribution has a distinct characteristic frequency, and the
oscillation period corresponding to the characteristic fre-
quency is about T� 209.33 (km).

Obviously, the cumulative failure probability of the hy-
draulic automatic gearbox is not easy to use the traditional
exponential distribution, normal distribution, two-parameter
Weibull distribution, three-parameter Weibull distribution,
and other probability density models to describe.+erefore, it
is necessary to establish a reliability model that satisfies the
exponentially damped oscillation characteristics according to
the failure data characteristics of the hydraulic automatic
transmission.

3. Construction of Exponential Decay
Oscillation Probability Density
Distribution Model

When the product failure rate curve has an oscillating
feature, its probability density has the characteristic of ex-
ponentially declining oscillation. +e three-parameter
product life probability distribution model shown in
equation (2) can be constructed, and its probability density
function is
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f(t) � λ[Aω sin(2ωt) + 1]e
− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ], λ> 0, |Aω|

< 1, t≥ 0,

(2)

where t is the life measurement index and t≥ 0; λ is the
attenuation coefficient; A is the oscillation amplitude; 2ω is
the oscillation angular frequency.

+e probability that a product loses a specified function
(i.e., a failure) under specified conditions and within a
specified time is called the cumulative failure probability
(also called unreliability), so the unreliability function F (t)
can be regarded as the probability of the event “T≤ t,” which
is

F(t) � P(T≤ t) � 
t

−∞
f(t)dt. (3)

From the life probability density function shown in
equation (2), the cumulative life distribution function of the
product can be derived as

F(t) � 
t

−∞
f(t)dt

� 
t

0
λ[Aω sin(2ωt) + 1]e

− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ]dt

� 1 − e
− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ], t≥ 0.

(4)

Obviously, equation (2) satisfies the following condi-
tions, namely,


+∞

−∞
f(t)dt � 

+∞

−∞
λ[Aω sin(2ωt) + 1]e

− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ]dt � 1, t≥ 0.

(5)

At the same time, formula (3) can meet the following
completeness requirements, namely,

F(−∞) � 0,

F(+∞) � 1.
(6)

+erefore, equation (2) can be used as the probability
density function of life distribution, equation (3) can be used
as the CDF of life distribution, and equations (2) and (3) can
be used as exponentially decaying oscillation type life dis-
tribution models.

Further, the reliability function R (t) can be regarded as
the probability of event “T> t,” according to the relationship
between reliability and cumulative life distribution function,
the expression of reliability can be derived as

R(t) � 1 − F(t) � e
− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ], t≥ 0. (7)

+e failure rate h (t) is the conditional probability that a
product in a unit time of t+Δt has not yet failed at time t;
namely,

h(t) � lim
Δt⟶0

P(t<T<((t + Δt)/T)> t)

Δt
. (8)

From the nature of the conditional probability formula
and the inclusion relationship of time,

P t<T≤
t + Δt

T
> t  �

P(t<T≤ t + Δt)
P(T> t)

�
F(t + Δt) − F(t)

R(t)
,

h(t) � lim
Δt⟶0

F(t + Δt) − F(t)

Δt
·

1
R(t)

�
F′(t)

R(t)
�

f(t)

R(t)
.

(9)

+en, the gain and failure rate h (t) can be expressed as

h(t) �
f(t)

R(t)
� λ[Aω sin(2ωt) + 1], t≥ 0. (10)

+e expression of the average life calculation model is

TMTBF � E(t) � 
+∞

0
tf(t)dt

� 
+∞

0
λt[Aω sin(2ωt) + 1]e

− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ]dt, t≥ 0.

(11)

4. The Study on the Characteristics of Life
Probability Distribution with
Different Parameters

According to the probability distribution model shown in
equation (2), the effects of attenuation coefficient α, oscil-
lation amplitude A, and oscillation angular frequency 2ω on
the probability distribution characteristics of life are studied,
respectively.

4.1. Influence of Attenuation Coefficient on the Characteristics
of Life Probability Distribution. When A � 100, ω � 0.001,
and λ is 0.0002, 0.0005, and 0.0008, respectively, the corre-
sponding probability density curve, reliability change curve,
and failure rate change curve are shown in Figures 10–12.

It can be seen from Figures 10 to 12 that the smaller the
attenuation coefficient λ is, the lower the failure rate is, the
higher the reliability is, and the smoother the change in
probability density is. Simultaneously, it can be seen from
Figure 10 that the probability density exhibits an expo-
nentially declining oscillation change law. Figure 12 shows
that the failure rate is no longer an invariant constant, but it
has certain periodicity and volatility, and the fluctuation
period remains the same.

4.2. InfluenceofOscillationAmplitudeon theCharacteristics of
Life Probability Distribution. When A � 100, ω � 0.001,
andAis 200, 500, and 800, respectively, the corresponding
probability density curve, reliability change curve, and
failure rate change curve are shown in Figures 13–15.

It can be seen from Figures 13 to 15 that the larger the
oscillation amplitude A is, the more intense the oscillations
of probability density, reliability, and failure rate are. At the
same time, it can be seen from Figure 13 that the probability
density exhibits an exponentially declining oscillation

8 Advances in Materials Science and Engineering



change law. Figure 15 illustrates that the failure rate is no
longer an invariant constant, but it has certain periodicity
and volatility, and the fluctuation period is the same.

4.3. Influence of Oscillation Angular Frequency on the Charac-
teristics of Life Probability Distribution. When λ � 0.0002,
A � 500, and ω is 0.0002, 0.0004, and 0.0006, respectively,
the corresponding probability density curve, reliability
change curve, and failure rate change curve are shown in
Figures 16–18.

It can be seen from Figures 16–18 that the larger the os-
cillation angular frequency ω is, the faster the oscillations of
probability density, reliability, and failure rate are. At the same
time, it can be seen from Figure 16 that the probability density
exhibits an exponentially declining oscillation change law.
Figure 18 shows that the failure rate is not an invariant con-
stant, but it has certain periodicity and volatility. In addition,
the larger ω gets, the smaller the fluctuation period becomes.

5. Research on the Influence of Different
Parameters on the Sensitivity of Life
Probability Distribution Characteristics

5.1. Establishment of the Sensitivity Model. Sensitivity anal-
ysis of f(t) to λ is as follows:

zf(t)

zλ
� − A sin2(ωt) + t  ×[Aω sin(2ωt) + 1]

× e
− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ].

(12)

Sensitivity analysis of f(t) to A is as follows:

zf(t)

zA
� −λ sin2(ωt) × λω sin(2ωt) × e

− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ].

(13)

Sensitivity analysis of f(t) to ω is as follows:
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Figure 6: Empirical distribution uncertainty probability density changes with Δt. (a) Δt � 316.55 (n � 6). (b) Δt � 189.93 (n � 10). (c)
Δt � 126.62 (n � 15).
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zf(t)

zω
� −λAt ×

1 − cos(2ωt)

2
×[λA sin(2ωt)

+ 2λωA cos(2ωt)] × e
− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ].

(14)

Sensitivity analysis of R(t) to λ is as follows:

zR(t)

zλ
� − A sin2(ωt) + t  × e

− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ]. (15)

Sensitivity analysis of R(t) to A is as follows:

zR(t)

zA
� −λ sin2(ωt) × e

− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ]. (16)

Sensitivity analysis of R(t) to ω is as follows:

zR(t)

zω
� −λAt ×

1 − cos(2ωt)

2
× e

− λ A sin2(ωt)+t[ ]. (17)

Sensitivity analysis of h(t) to λ is as follows:

zh(t)

zλ
� Aω sin(2ωt) + 1. (18)

Sensitivity analysis of h(t) to A is as follows:

zh(t)

zA
� λω sin(2ωt). (19)

Sensitivity analysis of h(t) to ω is as follows:

zh(t)

zω
� λA sin(2ωt) + 2λAωt cos(2ωt). (20)

In view of the above formula, the influence of attenu-
ation coefficient λ, oscillation amplitude A, and oscillation
angular frequency ω on sensitivity are studied, respectively.

5.2.8e Influence of Attenuation Coefficient on the Sensitivity
of Life Probability Distribution. When A � 100, ω � 0.001,
and λ is 0.0002, 0.0005, and 0.0008, respectively, the cor-
responding probability density, reliability, and failure rate
versus the sensitivity of the oscillation amplitude A are
shown in Figures 19–21.

It can be seen from Figures 19 to 21 that the smaller the
attenuation coefficient is, the smaller the sensitivity fluc-
tuation of the failure rate with respect to the oscillation
amplitudeA is, the lower the sensitivity of the reliability with
respect to the oscillation amplitude A is, and the gentler the
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Figure 7: Reliability changes with Δt. (a) Δt � 316.55 (n � 6). (b) Δt � 189.93 (n � 10). (c) Δt � 126.62 (n � 15).
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sensitivity of the probability density change with respect to
the oscillation amplitude A is. At the same time, it can be
seen from Figures 19 and 20 that the sensitivity of the
probability density with respect to the oscillation amplitude
A fluctuates greatly at the beginning, and the fluctuation
becomes smaller as it goes later. It can be seen from Figure 21
that the sensitivity change of the failure rate with respect to
the oscillation amplitude A has certain periodicity and
volatility, and the fluctuation period is the same.

When A � 100, ω � 0.001, and λ is 0.0002, 0.0005, and
0.0008, respectively, the corresponding variation curves of
probability density, reliability, and failure rate with respect
to the sensitivity of the oscillation angular frequency 2ω are
shown in Figures 22–24.

It can be seen from Figure 22 that the smaller the at-
tenuation coefficient, the greater the sensitivity fluctuation of
the probability density with respect to the oscillation angular
frequency 2ω. Also, it can be seen from Figures 23 and 24
that the smaller the attenuation coefficient is, the greater the
fluctuation of the failure rate with respect to the oscillation
angular frequency 2ω sensitivity is.+e smaller the reliability
is, the lower the sensitivity to the oscillation angular

frequency 2ω is. In addition, it can be seen from Figure 6 that
the failure rate has a certain periodicity and fluctuation with
respect to the sensitivity change of the oscillation angular
frequency 2ω, and the fluctuation period is the same.

5.3.8e Influence ofOscillationAmplitude on the Sensitivity of
Life Probability Distribution Characteristics. When
λ � 0.0002, ω � 0.001, and A is 200, 500, and 800, respec-
tively, the corresponding probability density, reliability, and
failure rate versus attenuation coefficient λ sensitivity change
curves are shown in Figures 25–27.

It can be seen from Figures 25–27 that the greater the
oscillation amplitude A, the greater the value of the sensi-
tivity change. At the same time, it can be seen from Fig-
ures 25 and 26 that the probability density changes with
respect to the attenuation coefficient λ sensitivity and reli-
ability with respect to the attenuation coefficient λ sensi-
tivity. Figure 27 shows that the failure rate has a periodicity
with respect to the attenuation coefficient λ sensitivity.

When λ � 0.0002, ω � 0.001, and A is 200, 500, and 800,
respectively, the corresponding probability density,
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Figure 8: +e failure rate varies with C. (a) Δt � 316.55 (n � 6). (b) Δt � 189.93 (n � 10). (c) Δt � 126.62 (n � 15).
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reliability, and failure rate sensitivity changes with respect to
the oscillation angular frequency 2ω are shown in Figures
28–30.

It can be seen from Figure 31 that the larger the oscil-
lation amplitude A, the smaller the fluctuation of the sen-
sitivity curve of the probability density with respect to the
oscillation angular frequency 2ω and the shorter the period.
Figure 28 illustrates that the larger the oscillation amplitude
A is, the smaller the fluctuation of the sensitivity variation
curve of reliability with respect to the oscillation angular
frequency 2ω is and the larger the value is. Figure 29 shows
that the sensitivity change curve of the failure rate with
respect to the oscillation angular frequency 2ω has peri-
odicity. +e larger the oscillation amplitude is, the larger the

fluctuation is and the period remains unchanged; afterwards,
the fluctuation will become increasingly greater.

5.4. 8e Influence of Oscillation Angular Frequency on the
Sensitivity of Life Probability Distribution Characteristics.
When λ � 0.0002, A � 500, and ω is 0.0002, 0.000, and
0.0006, respectively, the corresponding probability density,
reliability, and failure rate with respect to the sensitivity
change curve of the attenuation coefficient λ are shown in
Figures 32–34.

It can be seen from Figures 30, 32, and 33 that the greater
the oscillation angular frequency ω is, the greater the
fluctuation of the sensitivity curve of probability density,
reliability, and failure rate with respect to the attenuation
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Figure 9: Empirical distribution cumulative failure probability
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coefficient λ is. Meanwhile, it can be seen from Figures 30
and 32 that the trend of curve change of the two graphs is
similar, with only slight numerical differences. Figure 33
shows that the sensitivity change curve of the failure rate
with respect to the attenuation coefficient λ has periodicity,
and the larger the oscillation angular frequency ω is, the
shorter the period is and the larger the amplitude is.

When λ � 0.0002, A � 500, and ω is 0.0002, 0.0004, and
0.0006, respectively, the corresponding probability density,
reliability, and failure rate with respect to the sensitivity
variation curve of the oscillation amplitude A are shown in
Figures 34–36.

It can be seen from Figures 34–36 that the greater the
oscillation angular frequency ω is, the greater the fluctuation
of the sensitivity curve of probability density, reliability, and

failure rate with respect to the oscillation amplitude A is. At
the same time, it can be seen from Figures 34 and 35 that the
sensitivity variation curve of probability density and reli-
ability with respect to the oscillation amplitude A fluctuates
greatly at the initial position and tends to be smoother later.
As can be seen from Figure 36, the sensitivity change curve
of the failure rate with respect to the oscillation amplitude A
is periodic. +e larger the oscillation angular frequency ω is,
the shorter the period is and the larger the amplitude is.

6. Model Parameter Estimation Based on
Maximum Likelihood

Suppose T1, T2, . . ., Tn are samples from an ensemble Twith
a capacity of n, and t1, t2, . . ., tn are the sample value
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Figure 13: Effects of oscillation amplitude on probability density.
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corresponding to sample T1, T2, . . ., Tn. +e likelihood
function corresponding to formula (1) is

L t1, t2, . . . , tn; λ, A,ω( 

� 
n

i�1
λ Aω sin 2ωti(  + 1 e

− λ A sin2 ωti( )+ti[ ].
(21)

Equation (11) calculates the partial derivatives of λ, A,ω,
respectively; then,

z ln L

zλ
� n − 

n

i�1
A sin2 ωti(  + ti  � 0, (22)

z ln L

zA
� 

n

i�1

ω sin 2ωti( 

Aω sin 2ωti(  + 1
− λ

n

i�1
sin2 ωti(  � 0, (23)

z ln L

zω
� 

n

i�1

sin 2ωti(  + 2ωti cos 2ωti( 

Aω sin 2ωti(  + 1
− λ

n

i�1
ti sin 2ωti( 

� 0.

(24)
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Figure 17: Effects of oscillating angular frequency on reliability.
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By using MATLAB program, λ, A,ω can be obtained
from successive formulas (22)–(24).

7. Prediction of Hydraulic Automatic
Transmission Reliability Based on
Exponential Decay Oscillation
Distribution Model

Based on the failure data of the hydraulic automatic gearbox
at several points in time (Table 1), the life probability density
value is calculated. Combining the life probability density
and reliability of the hydraulic automatic gearbox, the

variation characteristics of attenuated oscillation, and the
empirical distribution of the cumulative failure probability
of the amplitude frequency spectrum with the increase of
time, it is concluded that it has an obvious characteristic
frequency. On this basis, formula (1) is used to perform
parameter fitting on its life probability density charac-
teristics and compared with the fitting results of expo-
nential distribution, three-parameter Weibull, and
“bathtub curve” model proposed in [54]. +e comparing
results are shown in Figure 37, and the root mean square
error of the fitting results of the four methods is shown in
Table 2.
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Figure 21: +e sensitivity of h (t) to A (λ� 0.0002/0.0005/0.0008).
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Figure 22: +e sensitivity of f (t) to 2ω (λ� 0.0002/0.0005/0.0008).
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Figure 23:+e sensitivity of R (t) to 2ω (λ� 0.0002/0.0005/0.0008).
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As can be seen from Figure 37 and Table 2, compared with
the exponential distribution, the three-parameter Weibull
distribution, and the “bath curve” model proposed in [52], the
exponential decay oscillation model established in the shape
of the fitted curve can better simulate the attenuation oscil-
lation characteristics of the fault-free working time proba-
bility density of the hydraulic automatic transmission at t of
528.28 h, 739.32 h, 950.35 h, 1161.38 h, and 1372.42 h. +is is
because, in the decay oscillation model, the exponential part

introduces a periodic function to better describe the oscil-
lation characteristics of the data. Meanwhile, as can be seen
from Table 2, the exponential decay oscillation model can
obtain a smaller fitted mean square root error.

With the probability density model shown in equation
(1), the probability density fitting model of the trouble-
free working time of the hydraulic automatic transmission
is calculated as
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Figure 25: +e sensitivity of f (t) to λ (A� 200/500/800).
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Figure 26: +e sensitivity of R (t) to λ (A� 200/500/800).
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Figure 27: +e sensitivity of h (t) to λ (A� 200/500/800).
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Figure 28: +e sensitivity of R (t) to 2ω (A� 200/500/800).
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Figure 30: +e sensitivity of f (t) to λ (ω� 0.0002/0.0004/0.0006).
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Figure 29: +e sensitivity of h (t) to 2ω (A� 200/500/800).
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Figure 31: +e sensitivity of f (t) to 2ω (A� 200/500/800).
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Figure 32: +e sensitivity of R (t) to λ (ω� 0.0002/0.0004/0.0006).
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Figure 33: +e sensitivity of h (t) to λ (ω� 0.0002/0.0004/0.0006).
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Figure 34: +e sensitivity of f (t) to A (ω� 0.0002/0.0004/0.0006).
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f(t) �
9.818
211.03

× 10− 4

× 5.534 × 10− 2 sin 1.134 × 10− 2
t  + 1 

× e
− 9.818×10−4× − 9.407 sin2 5.67×10−3t( )+t[ ].

(25)

Furthermore, the reliability and failure rate models can
be obtained as

R(t) � e
− 9.818×10−4× − 9.407 sin2 5.67×10−3t( )+t[ ],

h(t) �
9.818
211.03

× 10− 4
× 5.534 × 10− 2 sin 1.134 × 10− 2

t  + 1 .

(26)
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Figure 35: +e sensitivity of R (t) to A (ω� 0.0002/0.0004/0.0006).
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Figure 36: +e sensitivity of h (t) to A (ω� 0.0002/0.0004/0.0006).
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8. Conclusion

(1) +e empirical distribution model is used to judge the
reliability statistical characteristics of a certain type of
hydraulic automatic transmission. On this basis, the
Fourier analysis method is used to judge the empirical
distribution statistical characteristics of the transmis-
sion reliability. It is concluded that the reliability of the
gearbox has the characteristics of periodic attenuation
and oscillation. At the same time, this method provides
meaningful guidance and reference for analyzing the
characteristics of the product life distribution model.

(2) Based on the exponential cumulative failure distri-
bution model, the reliability model of exponential
decay oscillation distribution is constructed by in-
troducing a periodic function A sin2(ωt) with os-
cillation characteristics, and the corresponding
probability density, reliability, failure rate, and av-
erage life calculation models are derived.

(3) On this basis, the influence of attenuation coefficient,
oscillation amplitude, oscillation angle frequency, and
other parameters on the characteristics of probability
distribution is studied. On balance, the probability
density exhibits an exponentially declining oscillation

change law, and the failure rate is no longer an in-
variant constant but has certain periodicity and vola-
tility. Among them, the smaller the attenuation
coefficient λ is, the smaller the failure rate is, the higher
the reliability is, and the gentler the change in prob-
ability density is; the greater the oscillation amplitudeA

is, the more severe the oscillations of probability
density, reliability, and failure rate are; the greater the
oscillation angle frequency ω is, the faster the oscil-
lations of probability density, reliability, and failure rate
are.

(4) +e empirical distribution probability density is fitted
by the exponential decay oscillation probability density
model and compared with the fitting results of ex-
ponential distribution, three parameters Weibull dis-
tribution, and “bathtub curve” model established in
[52].+e comparison results show that the exponential
decay oscillation model can better simulate the at-
tenuation oscillation characteristics of the probability
density of trouble-free working time of the hydraulic
automatic transmission. Using the exponential decay
oscillation model, the fitting root mean square error is
3.677e− 005.

+e research ideas and conclusions of this paper enrich
the reliability life distribution model. Further research will
be carried out not only on the reliability of the model in the
fields of optoelectronics, aviation, aerospace, and other types
of nonelectronic equipment but also on the adaptability in its
engineering application. In addition, the research objects
will expand from the component and device level to
equipment, subsystems, and systems.
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